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SUMMARY

The determination of ß-emitters in nuclid mixtures is
generally performed by chemical separations or by the
survey of the decay curves.

In this work we show a general method to evaluate ß-emitters
in multi-labeled samples using liquid-seintillation-techniques
by the determination of the probability that a decay of a given
nuclide will be registered in a given channel. By the aid of
these probabilities it is possible to form equations for
samples with known nuclide-composition to evaluate the
activities of the present nuclides.
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Introduction

level measurements of Beta-emitters are today

generally performed by liquid-scintillation counters,

usually equipped with three channels, automatic sample

changer and printer.

The activity of various samples» containing one radio=

nuclide can be registered automatically and shifts of

the spectra detected by the change-in the ratio of the

channels.

Liquid-scintillation-spectromet ers allow also the
~r <4 * *J? O

simultaneous measurement of H, G, P in double or

multilabeled organic compounds.

The method can also be applied for the determination

of hard ß-emitters as 9°Y, 106Rh, I44?r in waste water

or fallout samples by Üerenkov effect ( 1,2)

If the ß max. energies of the present radionuclides

differ by a factor four, it is generally possible to

measure each component by the channel-ratio method.

Are the differences of the energies however less, the

overlapping of'the spectra increases and the evaluation

becomes more difficult.
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Theoretical considerations

In the counter, radiation coming from the sample is

converted in the scintillator to light flashes freeing

electrons from the fotocathode, which are amplified and

transformed to signals.

Since the occuring events are eontro?Lled by. statistics,

we tried to describe the registration of a decay by a

given channel setting by application of the Probability

Theory.

Let us assume one nuclide emitting Neta rays, and the used

liquid-scintillation-counter should be adjusted in c. way

that all disintegrations are registered, and all signals

collected in one channel.

The registration therefore is an event occuring for each

observation (if we observe each decay). So the frequency

of such an event is given by (3,4).

F(E) = 1 (stochastically certain event)

Now let us choose two channels. This can be done

arbitrarily. It is only necessary that we form

Z1 + Zp = Z (to normalize the probability), with Z-, =

count rate in the first channel, Z2 = count rate in the

second channel.
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Let be:
(1) the registration of a decay in the first channel
(2) the registration of a decay in the second channel

Now we find for each decay, one of the following possibilities

1 . (1 ) and not (2)

2. (2) and not (1)

If we allow channels with do not register all decay so

we get:

3. Neither (1) nor (2)

If we allow overlapping channels, so that one decay may

be registered in both channels:

4. (1) and (2)

By combining the possibilities or with each possibility

alone we can describe all cases of registration.

Now let us consider the general case that all four

possibilies occure. Graphically we can show this in the

following drawing:

Fig. 1; Count rates of different channel settings
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Being Z1, Zp, Z,, Z, the weights of the above described

possibilities at Z decays we get for the frequency that

a decay is registered in the first channel:

Por the second channel we get:

p(2) = J2±!i
Z

The frequency of both (1) and (2) is:

The frequency of either (1) or (2) Qr both is:

p(U2) = ™>'- Z—
Z

The frequency of (2) under the condition that (1) has

occured:

Por the frequency that an event is registered in the

first channel under the condition that it is also

counted in the second channel:

7 J- 7z2 i- z4

by these frequencies follows:

F(1-r2) = P(1) -f P(2) - P(12)

F(12) * F(1).F(2/1) = P(2).F(1/2)

These equations are identical with the addition law
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and the»Multiplication Law of Probabilities."

The"Addition law"we can simplify if we choose the

channels so that one decay is registered only in one

channel. Then (1) and (2) exclude each other and we get

for F(12) = 0.

For F(1+2) we get:

F(1+2) = F(1) + F(2)

We normalize it to 1 by setting Ẑ  + 1^ ~ Z«

According v. Mises (Ej) there exists for each experiment

a number P which is approximated by F for great Z. This

number P is called the probability of an event,,

Now let us ask for the probability ~S„(Z^) that of a

group of Z decays Z^ signals are registered in the first

channel. For these decays are registered independently

the probability of a group with Z« signals in the first

and Zp signals in the second channel is given by:

This probability is independent where among the Z decays

the favorable events occur.
Z!

Therefore we have —j—\j~\ possibilities of constructing

such groups.
71
• 7 *7

So we get for: P7(Zi) = P(1) .P(2) *•
Z ' 7. '

Or: PZ(Z.,) =[2 \P(1 )
Z<.P(2)Z* This is the binomial law.

The arithmetic average value of the binomial distribution

is given by: °Z^ ssj^Z-jPnCZ-j) ""

and for the standard deviation: 6" =iZ.(Z1 - "Z^) .P„(Z.j)
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According to the Bernoulli distribution we can form:

[p(2)+P(1)y]Z = P(2)Z+[Z)p(2)Z-\P(1)y+...+[p(1)y]
Z

-derived to y

ZFP(2)+P(1 )y]Z'1 .

for y=1 we get:

1
This is the count rate in the first channel.

Now if we derive once more to ys
3.

-2Z(Z-1 )[p(2)+P(1 )y]Z-2.[p(1

with y=1 : _

or

Z2[P(1)]2 - Z[P(1)]2 =

With Z1 = Z.P(1)

we get:

Z2 - z[p(1)]2 = zf - Z.P(1)

zf - z2 = z.p-0) - z[p(i)]2

and

<T= Z.P(1).P(2)

If P(1)<< 1 it is:
t __
0* ÄJ Z.P(1) = Z1

3

Condition for the P(i) values

To operate with the so define probabilities it is
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necessary that they are independent of the activities.

Independence is given if the count rates in the channels

are linear functions of the activity.

If this condition is valid we get:
A _ K-

a-, - kA .Ak

Z3 = kf2.Ak

therefore: vf.
k?1

T A

Ak: activity

Ki: i~th channel

k: factor

4

Probabilities for a system of two

nuclides

Now let-us assume two different kinds of radionuclides

in a sample. The nuclides .will emit electrons with their

typical energy distribution and suppose we have two channels

to register these events.

If we generalize this problem we can say: Given is a

number of Z events which can be divided in two main=

groupss (nuclides). Each of the aaingroups can be sub=

divided in two subgroups (channels).

So we obtain the following scheme:
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A, B: nuclides

1, 2: channels
A
Ẑ  : Disintegrations of the nuclideA registered in the

i-th channel.

A1 A2 B1 B2

* . 2 = Z

For the probability of the characteristic A in the Z

events we can write: , Ä
7 4- 7

p(A) = (not measurable)
n
a

For the characteristic "first channel":

\ _
7A . 73Z1 + Zt

7 (measurable)

For the characteristic A and first channel:

Z . irA „B
1 + 2̂ 1̂

P(A-f1) = (not measurable)
Z

For the characteristic A and first channel at one

event there is:

' ' „ (not measurable)
Ü

Furthermore there are also conditioned probability.

So the frequency that of all decays of A one is

registered in the first channel:

P(1/A) = —j j (in the mixture not
Z1 + ^2

measurable)

or that an event registered in the first channel belongs

to a decay of A

P(A/1) - . B - (not measurable)
*1
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Now let us ask for the probability PM0) that a decay

of the mixture is registered in the first channel. (The

mixture consisting of A,B)

The probability that an arbitrary decay belongs to A
Z.

is given by P(A) = —
Z l_ TJ

* "t* £J-^A B

The probability that it belongs to B is given by:

P(B) = —?2—
ZA + ZB

If PA 0 ) and P-r,(1) are the probabilities that a decayJA. Jj

(A,B) is registered in the first channel, than the

probability for an arbitrary decay is given by:

V1> •
Ä J3 A B

Now if *e apply the above introduced probability for

the characteristic "first channel" we get:
' -A . „B Â 73

M "1 "1 "*" ü"\ ij'\ &1

P"(1 ) » —l = -J 1 = 1- 4 1—
Z ZA + ZB ZA + ZB ZA + ZB

this we can write:

PM(D = - - -PA(D
ZA + ZB

This expression is identical with the above derived.

PM(D 2PM(1)

5

Derivation of equations

In the following we will show two ways to compute the

count rates of the compounds af a double labeled sample.
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The computations differ only in the choice of the

measurable observables.

For the mixture of two nuclides we can define:

Z^+Zp+Z-» Zo — «p "*" Zp

7 7A + 7B
3 3 3

For each component (A,B) the following equations

also in the mixture must be valid:

ryA *7̂
£ . £j

Zi
Combining these two equations for we first channel

we obtain:

zA.?A(i) = zf

+ zf = zA.?A(D + zB.PB(D
+ zf =_z.?M(i)

1.) Z.PM(1) = ZA.PA(1) -f ZB.PB(1)

analogeous ly we obtain:

2 ^ 1 — <7 13 /9\ _i_ 7 "D ^9\. J Zp = ZA.P.i<ij + Z^.P-V^J
£- A A -D XJ

Multiplying 1.) with ?A(2) and 2.) with PA0 ) than

adding the two equations we get:

Z.PM(1).P,(2) - Z9.PA(1)Z = M A £—A
B P (1).P (2) - P (2).P (1)



or
—

ZB ~
(2)

PA(D PA(2)
'B .PA(1)]2.A

•n TTJ
with Z., = kg.Ak we get for the activity of the

component B :
JB

Now let us choose the observaoles in the following way:

Pig. 2
Is-
l/-1

A.

/i

"2i*
"s

\

2** =

^v

A

_ .:
>

E
,

j j r _ , _ __

l/*' "X j .
A j f \ .
Ill S'iX?^
i , • ! "*- —

!JT

,

'

1 _r ' J J, ' ~ ;

,— tx * r f3- -;
f J f*. 1 1 4

/i i \ j

/! j x r •
/ * • ' i "*"•«•.. .' i f *

therefore in the mixture:

Z

(2) =

Vzi + V
Z -Z

CJ»ANNSl.f.

Substituting

we get by an analogeous computation

PB(D PB(2»
P., (2)
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Now multiplying a. with

or

or aB.PB(3) = z|

The activity of each compinent of the radionuclide mixture

can easily be determined oy these data using an

countrate diagram.
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